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The Arizona Chapter has a prosthetics 
Lending closet. For a small donation 
you can acquire a power wheelchair, a 
manual wheelchair, shower equipment,  
aluminum walkers, canes, crutches. We 
also have Hoyer Lifts (manual & electric) 
Do not hesitate to call the Chapter office 
if you are in need of any type of 
equipment. We may have just what you 
need. 

Call us at : 602-244-9168 

Attention All Readers !!!! 

        * The Desert Oracle is Published at least 6 x per Year  

facebook.com/AZPVA  
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Dear AZPVA Members, 
  
Please join me in congratulating the following individual who was selected to receive the “Above and Beyond 
Award” for the month of February 2015:  
 
Michael Wilson, Senior NSO in the Phoenix Service Office, for his involvement and work to help 
get the SCI Clinic to expand their hours and days; for advocating and getting additional parking 
spaces at the Clinic, for his assertiveness and work that lead to the ALS clients prosthetics needs be-
ing addressed separately and expediently.  
 
Congratulations on a job well done! 

Penske Automotive Group’s “Service Matters” Campaign to Benefit 
Paralyzed Veterans of America 

Paralyzed Veterans of America (Paralyzed Veterans) announced today that Penske Automotive 
Group will be supporting the veterans organization through a year-long fundraising campaign called 
“Service Matters”. Proceeds from the campaign will benefit Paralyzed Veterans’ Mission: ABLE, 
which ensures that severely injured veterans receive the jobs, care and benefits they’ve earned and 
deserve. 
“Paralyzed Veterans of America’s work for veterans is admirable and important,” said Robert H. 
Kurnick Jr., Penske Automotive Group President. “It’s an honor for Penske to be a part of this   
fundraising effort. Through this great partnership, we can continue to change lives of our American 
heroes and remind citizens, communities and ourselves, that service really does matter.” 
Beginning today, through December 31, 2015, Penske Automotive Group will encourage customers 
to donate one dollar to Paralyzed Veterans of America when servicing a vehicle at a U.S. Penske 
Automotive Group dealership.  Penske Automotive Group will then match each donation up to 
$500,000.  
“As a nonprofit organization, every dollar raised on our behalf counts, and makes a difference in the 
life of a veteran,” said Al Kovach Jr., national president of Paralyzed Veterans of America. “We 
thank Penske Automotive Group for joining our cause to support our most severely disabled        
veterans, and we look forward to seeing this partnership grow.” 
Combined with Paralyzed Veterans’ engagement with Penske Truck Rental, this new campaign 
makes Penske Corporation the largest contributing corporate donor in this current fiscal year. 
Currently, more than 44,000 American veterans live with paralysis; spinal cord injuries can cost up 
to $3 million per person in health care expenses and veterans 
benefits aren’t always guaranteed; and more than 85 percent of 
severely disabled veterans are currently unemployed. Paralyzed     
Veterans of America provides free programs and services to 
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Since its inception, Paralyzed Veterans of America’s mission has focused on being a partner for life 
to the veterans it serves, including many of the thousands of veterans who find themselves  
homeless on any given night. 
“It pains me to see an underserved veteran,” said Heather Cherniak, an Iraq war veteran and  
national service officer in Paralyzed Veterans of America’s office in Brockton, Mass. “I think there’s 
nothing worse than someone who has served their country to be on the street.” 
The 2014 Annual Homeless Assessment Report by the Department of Housing and Urban  
Development found that roughly 49,933 veterans were homeless on any given night in 2014, just 
fewer than 10 percent of whom were women. This marks a steep decline (33 percent) since 2010, 
with most of the decline attributed to the drop in the number of veterans staying in unsheltered  
locations. 
While nearly half of homeless veterans served during the Vietnam era, the number of young  
homeless veterans is increasing, with nearly 13,000 veterans who served in Operation Enduring 
Freedom (OEF), Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and Operation New Dawn (OND) identified as 
homeless in 2010. 
“What we are seeing more of with the younger population of veterans is couch-surfing; they end up 
moving around from couch to couch of friends or family,” Cherniak says. “They’re still homeless 
even though they have a roof over their head, and that’s often just as bad.” 
It’s Paralyzed Veterans of America’s holistic approach to caring for veterans that often prevents 
them from falling into homelessness. One example is the organization’s work with the Department 
of Veterans Affairs to secure long-term care for veterans with spinal cord injury or disease, whom, 
in most cases, cannot access homeless shelters, Cherniak said. 
“Homeless shelters are not set up to take just anyone,” she said. “Paralyzed Veterans’ advocacy 
and VA site visits are a big part of this to ensure veterans have the long-term care they need. We 
certainly need to have more beds because we don’t want to take someone who is older who  
medically needs a bed and then displace someone who is younger and socially underserved.” 
Aside from securing long-term care, health care and disability benefits, Paralyzed Veterans of 
America also works tirelessly to address the employment needs of veterans. Its award-winning  
vocational program, Operation PAVE (Paving Access to Veterans Employment) provides free  
one-on-one job counseling and placement assistance to veterans, their families and caregivers. 
“It’s hard because organizations like our own try to get out and show veterans that we have  
programs to help you find jobs, and employers say they want to hire them,” Cherniak said. “But 
sometimes getting those two goals to come together is difficult.” 
There is no silver bullet in caring for a veteran’s needs, and that’s why Paralyzed Veterans of  
America takes a specialized approach to each veteran. “It’s one thing to understand a veteran’s 
medical needs, but the other is examining where this veteran is living and how they are living,” said 
Raul Acosta, national service officer in Paralyzed Veterans of America’s Miami office. “If we can  
secure a good environment for them where they feel safe, then maybe their medical conditions can 
improve.” 
It all goes back to Paralyzed Veterans of America’s mission to be a 
partner for life to the veterans it serves. “It’s part of our culture to be 
partners for life, and anytime we sense that a veteran may have a 
problem, we keep in touch and follow up,” said Jim Fischl, director of 
field service operations for Paralyzed Veterans of America. “We’re 
not in a production line; we look at quality care and  
addressing all of a veteran’s needs.” 

Paralyzed Veterans of America's 'Partners for Life' Mission Helps  
Address Veteran Homelessness 
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Dr. Gary Goldish, director of extended care and rehabilitation at the Minneapolis VA Medical Center, 
along with research biomedical engineers Andrew Hansen and Eric Nickel, in 2013 began exploring 
an improved design for current standing wheelchairs on the market. Paralyzed Veterans of America 
stepped up to provide grant funding for the first prototype.  
“While there are numerous manual standing wheelchairs on the market, at the time of the funding, 
there were none that offered the ability to move both in standing positions and sitting positions,” said 
Lana McKenzie, associate executive director for medical services and health policy at Paralyzed 
Veterans of America. “That made it unique for Paralyzed Veterans of American to fund this project.” 
The first prototype, designed with feedback from engineers and Paralyzed Veterans of America 
members, is a marked improvement over previous models, in part because of its ability to move the 
push wheel up from the tire, allowing users to push like they would while seated. The updated      
four-wheel platform with front and rear sets of casters enables four wheels to be on the ground at all 
times, thus improving stability, Goldish said.   
“We wanted to show proof of principle that you could build a wheelchair that is able to stand up and 
yet still be stable, mobile and maneuverable,” Goldish said. 
The VA’s improvements in the standing wheelchair will help alleviate pressure sores, which are one 
of the most common complications for individuals with paralysis. “This benefits individuals with     
spinal cord injury a great deal in terms of motivating them to be mobile,” McKenzie said. “It will     
prevent pressure ulcers and improve their ability to maximize their independence level.”  
Goldish assured that while the first prototype is a positive step in proving that a standing wheelchair 
could be made to be both mobile and stable in a standing position, testing has demonstrated that 
the tires are now too far forward to allow efficient propulsion in the seated position. The challenge, 
he said, is that the first prototype was a modification of an existing standing wheelchair, making it 
difficult to make all of the necessary modifications. “We didn’t build it from the ground up, so we 
couldn’t move the tire where we wanted it to be,” he said. “It also is wider and heavier than we’d like 
it to be.” 
The researchers are applying for a VA grant to develop phase two of the project, which will involve 
placing the tires closer to the midpoint of the chair to maximize traction for both the seated and 
standing positions. The next version also will have a single chain per side with a system that always 
keeps the chain tight regardless of the chair’s position, and a new design for the hand or push rims 
that provides an optimal position for a user’s shoulders when sitting or standing, Hansen said. 
“There are some aggressive design specs we’re going to try to meet in the next version, and we’re 
hoping the VA panel will get as excited as we are about this,” Hansen said. 
Paralyzed veterans involved in the testing of the first prototype have responded positively and are 
hopeful that, with additional changes, the new standing wheelchair will eventually be rolled out for 
personal use, Goldish said. The chair is most useful for  
paraplegics with good hand function, he added. 
McKenzie said that Paralyzed Veterans of America is proud to 
be a part of this emerging research and hopes to be involved in 
the second phase of the project as well. 
“The new standing wheelchair is an ongoing, exciting project in 
which Paralyzed Veterans of    America is seeing a positive  
return on its investment,” McKenzie said. “Our goal is for this 
type of research to gain traction for researchers who are  
interested in exploring ideas to help wheelchair users overall 
maintain the active lifestyle and gain a better quality of life. 
That was the goal when we funded this project from an overall 
research perspective.” 

Paralyzed Veterans of America Funds First Prototype of  
Innovative Standing Wheelchair at Minneapolis VA 
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There was a time in this country when veterans would find and sustain their post-service identities 
by drinking beer and swapping war stories with their brethren at veterans service organization, or 
VSO, posts and lodges across the country. They served as respites from a society that honored 
their military service but could not relate to their military experiences, particularly for those who    
suffered the aftereffects of combat. 
Even as changing times would evolve generational temperaments, VSOs would enjoy the loyalty 
and patronage of veterans for over a century. Why, then, is a 25-year-old veteran of the post-9/11 
era who shares the same experiences as a Vietnam or WWII-era veteran increasingly unlikely to join 
these VSOs? In a word: Zeitgeist. 
Zeitgeist, or the spirit of the time, general trend of thought or feeling characteristic of a particular   
period of time, shapes the interrelation dynamics for today's "selfie" generation. Dynamics such as 
individualism, artificial interface, communication in 140 characters or less, the need to be seen and 
heard wherever and whenever—the choice to belong or not. "Self" being the locus of concern, 
whether derived from independence or vainglory, it is the new normal in post-9/11 America, like it or 
not. And if VSOs don't begin to fulfill this focus on self, the faces of its members will continue to get 
older and fewer over time. 
Paralyzed Veterans of America understands this all too well. In addition to being characterized by 
veterans of all eras who share the arduous plight of living with spinal cord injury or disease, the    
organization offers a unique range of programs and services that holistically restore "self" for those 
affected by catastrophic injury, such as ensuring quality health care in VA facilities, providing hope 
through supporting research advancing care, and advocating for civil rights, access, and               
independence. And that only skims the surface of what today's leading VSOs can provide all       
generations of service members. 
Those old Corps diehards who still want the bonding experience that the traditional "veterans only" 
watering hole offers have to realize that get-togethers for the good ol’ boys aren't enough anymore. 
Neither is offering Disneyland trips and blankets or T-shirts with cool logos. Veterans service         
organizations, both old and new, are coming to realize what Paralyzed Veterans of America has   
always known: Veterans' needs inevitably evolve, but programs that have relevant, holistic, lifelong 
impact will always matter more to veterans than anything else. It is those programs that deliver the 
greatest return on investment for a generous public that keeps VSOs in the business of taking care 
of our nation's heroes. 

Reports on the Demise of Veterans Service Organizations Have 
Been Greatly Exaggerated ... Sort of 

Sherman Gillums Jr. 
Deputy Executive Director  
Paralyzed Veterans of America 
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Wounded Warrior Amputee Football Game 
against NFL Alumni at Shadow Mountain High 

School 
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At Permobil, helping to improve on your expertise in complex rehab and powered mobility through education is a 
top priority. That is why we are proud to offer a series of programs designed to help you learn as much as you 
can about how complex rehab products can help your clients, as well as basic to high-level technical training. In 
some cases, Permobil can also offer continuing education credits (CEUs) to keep your certifications up to date. 

Are there any veterans interested in care? 
Cindy Fjerstad, a registered Nurse with 13 years of SCI/D rehab experience.  I am available to  
provide attendant care in the central Phoenix area.  Please contact the chapter office if you are  
interested in obtaining more information. 602-244-9168 
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Recipients of the Bart Starr award routinely exhibit exemplary character and          
leadership on and off the field. Manning has demonstrated qualities consistent with 
past winners of the Bart Star award through his philanthropic efforts during his NFL 
career. 

Manning enthusiastically gives his time to an array of causes central to underprivileged 
youths. Manning’s PeyBack Foundation has raised more than $10 million to assist at risk 
youth in Colorado, Indiana, Louisiana and Tennessee. St. Vincent Children’s Hospital has 
also felt the impact of Manning’s humanitarian efforts as he has donated nearly to $50     
million to the facility. 

Upon receiving the Bart Starr award, Manning said, 

“I’m truly honored to be this year’s recipient and to follow so many worthy men who have 
come before me. “ 

Manning also articulated that the award was very special to him because the honorees are chosen by 
their contemporaries. Manning then stated his respect and admiration for finalists tight end Benjamin 
Watson, and defensive end Justin Tuck, 

Manning went on to speak about the Bart Starr award naming the multiple accolades Starr won 
throughout his career such as two Super Bowl championships, NFL Player of the Year and his         
induction into the hall of fame. Manning equated the heart of a champion to Starr’s name and           
expounded upon what it means to have the heart of a champion. Manning said, 

 “At the heart of a champion is character. It doesn’t come with ease and is rarely foraged in quiet 
times. It takes trial and suffering to strengthen people at their core to aspire ambition and achieve any 
real measure of success.” 

Manning also expressed his gratitude for the platform the NFL has awarded him. Manning said, 

 “It’s not the trophies, or the accolades, or the opportunities to be on national television on Sundays, 
it’s not the paychecks, Papa John’s Pizza, funny jingles, or even being lampooned on Saturday Night 
Live, what I appreciate most about this league is the platform this awesome game gives me. Because 
of football, I have an opportunity to impact the lives of everyday people.” 

Manning’s acceptance speech was emblematic of why he was chosen for the 
award. He was humble, genuine and truly appreciative of the recognition.    
Manning’s compassion for others is palpable and is certainly a trait that makes 
him a champion on and off the field. 

Peyton Manning Receives Bart Starr Award at 28th Annual 
NFL Super Bowl Breakfast 

Bart Starr Jr and 
Gordon H. Moye 

Tony Dungy, Peyton Manning, and Bart Starr Jr. 
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Ten Good Reasons to Support Paralyzed Veterans of  
America 

There are many worthy veterans’ organizations in our nation that you can choose to support  
financially. Why choose Paralyzed Veterans of America? 
Below are ten ways that we help veterans with disabilities every day using the generous donations 
we receive from you.  
Paralyzed Veterans of America: 
1. Delivers our services to ALL veterans and their families FREE of charge, thanks to the         

generous support and donations of the American people. 
2. Advocates for quality Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) health care and veterans benefits – 

veterans and survivors received over $1 billion in benefits in FY14 facilitated through a national 
network of National Service Officers (NSOs). 

3. Pushes to make America more accessible. Paralyzed Veterans has helped lead the way for the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).  The wide range of work our architects complete on a 
regular basis includes removing barriers from large public projects to individual residences,    
coordinating with design teams on VA medical center facility projects, and communicating/
educating about accessible design. 

4. Advocates for all people with disabilities in regards to housing, employment, voting rights, and 
more through our Disability Rights and Advocacy Department. 

5. Empowers veterans with the tools they need to obtain good careers. Our careers program 
PAVE (Paving Access for Veterans Employment) helps veterans living with disabilities secure 
good jobs with great employers. 

6. Invests in innovative research to find new treatments and a cure for paralysis. 
7. Promotes and provides adaptive sports and recreational activities. Each year, Paralyzed      

Veterans co-presents the world’s largest annual wheelchair sports event, the National Veterans 
Wheelchair Games, attracting more than 500 veteran participants every year. 

8. Provides free membership to those who have been honorably discharged from the U.S military 
with a spinal cord injury or dysfunction. Paralyzed Veterans’ membership is a passport to a 
broad array of benefits, services, help and support. 

9. Educates on veterans claims issues and connect attorneys with veterans law resources 
through our Legal Services Department. Paralyzed Veterans’ attorneys have litigated hundreds 
of cases on behalf of members and other veterans, helping them receive the benefits they have 
earned. 

10. Provides online and print publications with an extensive library of self-help, educational and 
clinical resources for people with disabilities. 
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35th Annual National Veterans Wheelchair Games 
June 21-26, 2015 

Dallas, TX 
 
IMPORTANT Dates – Registration is now available. All registrations must be returned and 
post marked by no later than April 15, 2015. Events are assigned in the order that registration are  
received. Don’t delay in getting your registration in! 
Dallas, Texas has long been referred to as ‘Big D’ in part for its grand scale of progressive  
thinking. Dallas is very supportive of Veterans and is involved in many aspects from partnering 
with VA to help end Veteran homelessness to conducting education and job fairs to give returning 
service men and women the tools they need to get back to work after active duty. 
Aside from its financial investment to support Veterans, Dallas will be enriched when more than 
600 wheelchair Veterans from all over the Nation roll into town. These Veterans aren’t quitters. 
Their sheer determination drives them beyond life in a wheelchair ~ pushing personal limits and 
comfort zones to flourish and improve their quality of life. 
Undoubtedly Dallas has much to offer as host, including cultural districts, the best restaurants and 
hotels, concert venues – you name it. But what the city will get in return is a grateful heart from 
wheelchair Veterans who have not lost their zeal for living and giving back to society. As  
seasoned ‘gold medal’ Veterans who compete each year rush to aid the first timer, just struggling 
to finish. Cheering them each step of the way, their hearts are truly as big as Texas! 

2015 NVWG Recommendations and Changes 
 
1. Track – NEW EVENT – 600m Biathlon – 600m track/air rifle combined. Veterans begin with 
200m distance and athlete moves into shooting range to take aim at five targets. Each miss is a 
30 second penalty. As soon as the athlete finishes shooting, they then complete a 400m distance 
to the finish line. Racing chairs/helmets are mandatory for all competitors. The competition will be 
conducted as Para Combined; Quad Combined and both by gender. 
2. No Archery loaner equipment will be available. 
3. Do not schedule these conflicting events: 
 Table Tennis (IA, IB, IC) & Softball 
 Quad Rugby & Softball 
 Archery, Slalom(IV,V) Nine Ball (II,III) 

4. Dallas weather in June – ave temp is 88* – 94*F (high) and 70*-76*F (low) 
 Drink plenty of water before and during your trip to help your body adjust to the humidity. 
 Eat foods high in potassium, such as broccoli, bananas, avocado, etc. 
 Travel essentials – medications in carry-on luggage, sun screen, lip balm, sun glasses. 

5. Preparing for the 35th NVWG in Dallas: 
 Before you start a new physical training regime, consult with your MD or therapist. 
 The best way to succeed at the NVWG is to participate in sports and recreation programs 

throughout the year! You’ll make the greatest impact in your life by getting involved every day 
in fitness, sports or other recreational activities. 

 Don’t wait till June to get started. The first time you participate in the   
particular sport should not be at the NVWG. Practice, practice and more 
practice. 

 Make sure you are ready for the Games! Get an appointment with your 
VA rehabilitation   therapist and make sure you have the correct       
equipment, practice schedule and if needed, support to do your best! 
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CMI Mobility, now celebrating our 30th anniversary, is a respected member of Arizona’s automotive 
business community. We strive to understand the needs of our customers and then follow through to fit 
the customer with the right wheelchair-accessible vehicle at the right price. Our prices are always fair, 
often times thousands below the competition, and always includes a 3 year 36,000 mile warranty on new 
conversions in addition to a warranty on the vehicle. If you are looking for a new wheelchair-accessible 
vehicle or just an upgrade from your current vehicle, call to speak with one of our specialists.  
CMI Offers a range of wheelchair-accessible vans such as the Dodge Grand Caravan, Chrysler Town & 
Country, Toyota Sienna and Scion, Honda Odyssey and Element, Volkswagen Routan and the Ford 
Transit Connect. 

Ask for Stewart 

 

Please make sure that if you have MOVED or even away for a short period of time, to change your address 
with : 
 1. The VA / Social Worker 
 2. Your Service Officer 
 3. AZPVA: (602) 244-9168     

  
 
 
*FIRST NAME:-________________________________________   
 
*LAST NAME:-_____________________________________________   
 
ADDRESS:-_______________________________________________ 
  
 
*CITY: STATE: ZIP:-_________________________________________ 
 
*PHONE:-__________________________________________________ 
 
*E-Mail:-___________________________________________________ 

FILL IN THE BLANKS!!!! 
CUT AND PASTE THIS TO AN  
E-MAIL 
SEND IT TO : 
AZPVA@AZPVA.org  

CMI Mobility.com      480-688-6000 

Remote Side Entry  $16,980.00 
Starting at $13,900.00 
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Paralyzed Veterans of America volunteers do invaluable work that makes a real 
difference to veterans, their communities and Paralyzed Veterans' chapters.     

Volunteering can change your life, too.                        
Why is it so rewarding? 
 Volunteers make their communities a better                                                   
 place to live. 
 You can work for an organization and mission you believe in. 
 Having a positive impact on others feels great. 
 You can meet new people and develop new leadership skills. 
 Family volunteering lets you spend time with loved ones while helping others. 
 

Becoming a Paralyzed Veterans volunteer has never been easier. Each PVA chapter offers its 
own volunteer program with a variety of opportunities to contribute, plus you can commit to as 
many hours as you choose. Call the Chapter for an Activation Form and get  
involved! 

Volunteering is fun!   
Start Volunteering Today 

Are You An AZPVA Volunteer? 
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Any questions, or if you would like 
to add to the calendar please call the  

office at 
602-244-9168  

MEMBERSHIP REPORT 
from  

   The Arizona Chapter 
 

The Arizona Chapter voting membership stands at 506 as of February 1st 2015. 
National and AZPVA records show our voting membership as:   

270- Service Connected  236- Non-Service Connected   
 

The Arizona Chapter encourages each of our members to contact the Chapter and let us know how you are 
doing, and if we can help you in any way.  If you know of any of our members who have passed away, or if 
you have an address/phone change, please contact the Chapter as soon as possible. Also, if you would like to 
receive the Desert Oracle Newsletter by e-mail, please call or e-mail the office with your e-mail address. 
 
 

Do you know a veteran with spinal cord dysfunction who isn’t a member of the AZPVA?   
Let us know at the Chapter office by calling  

602-244-9168 or 1-800-621-9217  
e-mail: azpva@azpva.org 

 

Please have someone contact our  
Chapter office in the event of a member’s 
death so that we can inform other  
member’s who might wish to pay their 
respects to the departed. 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

February 2015 
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.45 Cal 

Show love for the veterans in your life this Valentine's Day via social media! Share a     
photo, story, or shout out to your veteran(s) and use the hashtag #loveyourveteran. Let's 
show everyone how much we care about the veterans who have served our nation! 
Another option: you can download this form, print and write on it then take a photo holding 
it to share on social media. It's that easy! 

Lester O. Ackerman   
Edward J. Drews   
Dennis A. Ambruso   
Mark R. Gibson   
David Schmitz   
Michael F. West   
Hartvig E. Holmberg   
Shelia F. Sessions   
Edwin O. Nick   
John E. Short   
Brenda A. Way   
Lanny S. Lighthill   
Marvin A. Floyd   
John R. Makin   
Gayle R. Scott (Hedin)   
Tommy R. Brooks   
Stephen D. Knode   
Bobby L. James   
Billy J. Moore   
Charles J. Newbold   
Peter  O. Bloom   

Edward C. Noriega   
Francisco Concepcion   
Howard D. Deatherage   
Charles C. Hudson   
Jackie  Hymers   
Terry J. Forcier   
Thomas S. Heesch   
Valentina T. Rawls   
Michael A. Gaita   
James R. Hostetter   
James J. Huff   
Matthew R. Winters   
Ellen P. Ferchland   
David N. Ferrazzi   
Michael J. Berry   
James  W. Haack   
Ernest "Burt" B. Buxton   
Keith M. Jacobsen   
Joseph E. Stanislawski   
Lawrence F. Celano   
George J. Sheehan, Jr  


